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Projection with Spectral, Noise Removal and Edge 

Preservation Coding Techniques 
M. Nagaraju Naik, P. Raveendrababu 

Abstract: Many technical papers were presented in the 

improvement of accuracy and visual quality. Image coding is 

developed over a long period with various enhancement 

techniques. In the area of digital image processing resources 

required in optimized methods for better representation of higher 

resolutions for progressive image processing. More research 

work required towards high-resolution representation in real 

time applications and focused more optimization methods for 

efficient system representation. But available resources are 

limited due to noise, due to the noisy overall system accuracy and 

efficiency will decrease. Fourier transform represents less 

accuracy and visual quality because projecting energy with noise 

in all the directions. Hence we propose a lower dimensional 

coding system with higher accuracy with spectral band 

interpolation; inter-frame correlative for noise removal and 

finally adaptive edge preservation for smooth representation. The 

proposed technique gives more accuracy and projected in the 

higher grid and hence the obtained system is robust. 

     Keywords:  Accuracy, Interpolation, Image Coding, Spectral 

Band, Edge Preserving  

I. INTRODUCTION 

High resolution representations are required for real 

time applications, like HDTV, Video conference, live 

streams and image representation. The projection is required 

to project a higher grid for better representation. An 

interpolation technique is the one of the technique to project 

in a higher grid.  To achieve higher visual quality the stated 

interpolation approaches were carried out in the frequency 

representation using interpolation techniques [1], [2]. The 

predominantly used interpolation is the Fast Fourier-based 

interpolation [3] technique. It is observed that Fourier 

transformation transforms the image data from the time 

domain to frequency domain with non-resolution description 

resulting in lower accuracy in image interpolation. During 

the interpolation of image sequence from low resolution to 

high resolution the projection is carried out in 2D projection, 

which resulted in poor visual quality, because noise also 

projected. For projecting an image in 2-D, a cubic B-spline 

method [4] proposed for low resolution image.  
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The adaptive Wiener filter (AWF) [5], [6] was initially 

developed for grayscale imaging and has not been applied to 

color SR coding. In this approach, a novel fast SR method 

for CFA cameras based on the AWF SR algorithm is used as 

global channel-to-channel statistical models. This new 

method defined as a stand-alone algorithm, also taken as an 

initialization approach for a variational SR algorithm. To 

preserve edges proposed bilateral filtering approach [7]. 

Preservation of edges is important for an interpolated video 

(smoothness) otherwise it degrades the visual quality. This 

approach presents a new sharpening and smoothing 

algorithm [8] based on the application of adaptive bilateral 

filter (ABF) on the edges extracted. A multi-resolution 

analysis is used to approximate the edges with lower 

coefficients compared to wavelet transform and this method 

suffers from unwanted frequency components due to 

interpolation. The image and video reconstruction algorithm 

using spline interpolation was proposed in [9], [10] using 

the single frame. Early works on interpolation consider the 

transformation of non-uniform samples in uniform samples 

using the concept of the sampling theorem [11] without loss 

of data by satisfying the Nyquist theorem.  

   The HR image or video was reconstructed using a single 

low resolution, frame with pair matching. This algorithm 

requires a large collection of database and storage space. 

[12] Proposed an algorithm for video super resolution using 

the quality coefficients for an accurate motion estimation 

and a number of LR frames required by this algorithm is 8 

to 16. In this algorithm FFT based image registration 

technique is used and this method is sensitive to noise and it 

works for only global rotation. Based on kernel regression 

and spatial-temporal orientation a super resolution algorithm 

is proposed in [13] According to this method kernel 

regression is the best way to use irregular interpolation and 

this method causes loss of edges and border information.  

Super resolution reconstruction is an inverse problem which 

is effectively eliminated by regularization of an image is 

proposed in [14] with bilateral total variance. This algorithm 

suffers due to smooth output and loss of edges. According to 

this algorithm, a high-order prediction is used to find the 

sub-pixel motion with structural similarity features. In [15], 

[16], proposed a self-adaptive blind super-resolution image 

reconstruction approach which is based on multiple images 

and proposed method can adaptively choose the parameter 

of regularization term [17], [18, 19]. The quality of the 

resulting image, especially in respect of edge-preserving 

property is better than approaches such as maximum a 

posteriori estimation (MAP) tested with practical examples 

[20]. 
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II. PAST WORK 

The earlier approaches considered a still-image scenario, 

although many do not necessarily limit to video. High 

resolution (HR). is the process of combining a sequence of 

low resolution images in order to produce a higher 

resolution image. The objective of super resolution, as its 

name suggests, is to increase the resolution of an image. 

Resolution is a measure of frequency content in an image, 

high resolution (HR) images are band limited to a larger 

frequency range than low-resolution (LR) images. There are 

many algorithms and methods developed to produce a super 

resolution imaging [1], [2]. In [3], [4] provides a basic 

approach of super resolution, different methods for image 

reconstruction based on frequency and spatial domain. 

There is a great demand for the quality of medical images or 

video sequences for accurate processing of various fields of 

applications, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) can only 

acquire images and video sequence with low resolution [5]. 

In [6], [7], [8] a special case of the high resolution problem 

was concentrated, where the coding is composed of pure 

translation and rotation, the blur is space invariant and the 

noise is additive white Gaussian noise. In [9] [10], [11] a 

weighted median filtering for refinement process is 

supported, it is observed that with this refinement, even the 

simple box filter aggregation achieves comparable accuracy 

with various sophisticated aggregation methods (with the 

same refinement). The adaptive Wiener filter (AWF) [12], 

[13] was initially developed for gray scale imaging and has 

not been applied to color SR coding. In [14], [15] presents 

an edge-enhancing super-resolution algorithm using 

anisotropic diffusion technique. In addition to reducing 

image noise during the restoration process, this method 

helps to enhance the edges. a novel algorithm for single 

image super resolution is proposed. Back-projection can 

minimize the reconstruction error with an efficient iterative 

procedure. Promising results can be obtained by the 

proposed bilateral back-projection method efficiently. In 

[16], the adaptive bilateral filter (ABF) for to enhance CT 

images by applying half-quadratic edge-preserving image 

restoration (or de-convolution) to them is proposed. The 

method focuses on numerical efficiency and developed a 

fast implementation based on a simple three dimensional 

MRF model with convex edge-preserving potentials in [17], 

[18] [19]. The resulting restoration method yields good 

recovery of sharp discontinuities while using convex duality 

principles yields fairly simple implementation of the 

optimization. In [20], [21] a novel directionally adaptive 

image resolution enhancement method was proposed. 

enhancement of sharpness and noise removal is presented.  

III. PROJECTION 

  The pixel to be projected is needed to be placed at the 

correct grid points so as the projection is done accurately, 

however, in present methods [1] projection is done based on 

a pixel by pixel mapping, such method introduces 

redundancy (repetition of the pixel values) it results in poor 

visual quality. To improve the projection accuracy, rather 

project pixel by pixel performing frequency domain using 

FFT, over the FFT of the image, the pixel energies are 

obtained. These pixel energies are used for projection. 

However, coming to real time application the energy 

variation is not equal in all directions, horizontal, vertical, 

diagonal and approximation. Sometime x variation will be 

higher than y and z, and vice versa, hence it cannot be 

asserted said that all direction variables will be equal, and 

hence visual quality is decreased.  Therefore the FFT 

approach needs improvement.   

IV. INTERFRAME CORRELATION  

   In image and video noises are added up, due to the 

processing system, medium or algorithms, which are very 

practical in real time, whereas these noises are also 

projected. Noise projection degrades the visual quality. 

Hence, only projection algorithm accuracy is not sufficient 

to achieve higher accuracy. The accuracy of input data is 

also required prior to projection it is pertinent to remove any 

noise that is present. To denoise, the LR sample Wiener 

based coding is presented. However, this approach has two 

limitations,  

i) The method is non-adaptive with respect to 

noise effect; hence noises with time varying 

nature can’t be effectively removed.  

ii) When projecting in planar mode, i.e. in 3 

directions, (H, V, D), such filteration approach 

as is not defined. 

Hence an inter frame correlation technique is proposed to 

overcome the Wiener filter disadvantages. 

V. EDGE PRESERVING 

   The earlier two proposed approaches enabled us to achieve 

better projection besides a noise-free projection. However, 

during the process of projection and filteration, sharp 

variations at the edges are lost, which resulted in 

degradation of visual quality. Therefore, focus is on new 

methodologies for filteration with adaptive edge preserving 

as our third objective. To preserve edge information among 

various methods bilateral filteration approach was defined in 

[21] is more prominently being used, due to its lower 

computational complexity?  However, this method is 

defined only for single images for the filteration process. No 

such work was stated to have been observed towards the 

application of bilateral filteration in interpolation approach. 

While applying bilateral filteration for interpolation, the 

basic problem observed is the dynamic variation of each 

energy projection. As the projecting coefficients are 

predicted which was obtained from mathematical 

computations and as no prior filteration coefficient could be 

defined.  

VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM  
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Figure 1: Proposed hybrid architecture system 
  

First considered HR sample also called ground truth sample 

and converting into LR sample using downsampling for 

easy processing, and reducing the dimensionality and then 

applying the DWT technique and interpolating the image 

and finally applying the IDWT for getting the original 

image. But in the proposed method of application, the 

spectral coding method and interpolation are used or better 

reconstruction of original images. In this proposed approach, 

each image is decomposed into 3 fundamental resolutions 

(x,y,z) (i.e. H,V,D)  for each resolution absolute energy is 

computed by using PSD (power spectral density) and these 

PSD values are used for projections. Later an IDWT is 

applied to get back the projected pixel in a time domain. 

This approach, processed in individual planes, they are more 

accurate and result in better visual quality. In the process of 

DWT based interpolation, a 2D-DWT is computed by 

performing low-pass and high pass filteration of the image 

coefficients take place as shown in Figure 2. A low-pass and 

high-pass filter are defined and denoted by h(n) and g(n), to 

perform a pyramidal decomposition of the image 

coefficient. At each level, the high-pass filter generates 

detailed information from the processing sample, while the 

low-pass filter produces the coarse approximations of the 

input image. At the end of each low-pass and high-pass 

filteration, the outputs are down-sampled by two (↓2) to 

obtain a dimensional reduction of the processed coefficients. 

In order to compute a 2D-DWT, the decomposition is 

performed twice in both horizontal and vertical directions. 

In a 2D-DWT operation, a 1D-DWT is carried out over, 

each row, which is referred to as horizontal filtering of the 

image followed by a 1D-DWT on each column, which is 

called vertical filtering.  

The PSD for a given signal x(t) is defined as, 

𝑃𝑆𝐷, 𝑃 =  lim
𝑇→∞

1

2𝑇
∫ 𝑥(𝑡)2 𝑇

–𝑇
𝑑𝑡                   (1) 

bands are selected based on a defined selection criterion, as 

outlined. For the obtained PBi, maximum PB is computed, 

defined by,  

MPBi = max(PBi) 

For  i =1 to 4 

if  (PBi ≥ (MPBi / 2)) 

sel_Bi = Bi; 

end 

These selected bands, ‘Sel_Bi’ are then used for 

interpolation in the high resolution grid. The coefficients are 

mapped to required scale grid and inverse transformation is 

carried out to recover the video frame back. Though this 

interpolation approach has an advantage of higher resolution 

coding the noise interpolation is to be minimized. To meet 

the process objective of noise minimization, a filteration 

logic following inter frame correlation logic is presented.   

 The estimated error is then defined as; 

 

𝑒𝑖,𝐻(𝑘) = 𝐻𝑖,𝑡(𝑘) − 𝐻𝑖(𝑘)𝑤(𝑘)    (2) 

the error has recursively been computed over the total 

frames (i=1….N), and the initial error is recorded as 

𝑒𝑖,𝐻,𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡. 

A weight factor is then updated as,  

 

𝑤(𝑘 + 1) = 𝑤(𝑘) +

𝜇 ∑
𝐻𝑖

𝑇(𝑘)

‖𝐻𝑖(𝑘)∥2 𝑒𝑖,𝐻,𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡(𝑘)          𝑁−1
𝑖=0   (3) 

where µ is the updating step size, with an error updating 

factor. Various methods were proposed in the literature to 

regularize the inverse problem. Two of the most extensively 

explored image modelling approach is the image 

smoothness approach and the edge smoothness approach. 

Simple filtering or interpolation algorithms (e.g., bilinear/bi-

cubic interpolation) can produce smooth, high resolution 

images, which are usually blurry, thus have limited image 

quality. To preserve edge sharpness, edge directed 

interpolation is proposed to prevent cross-edge interpolation. 

The ringing artifacts are found more dominant. To achieve 

the objective of efficient image projection preserving image 

edge in this chapter a feedback model for edge preserved 

coding based on Adaptive–Bilateral Filteration (ABF) is 

suggested. 
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In this section, we present an acute and smoothing 

algorithm: the adaptive bilateral filter (ABF). The response 

at [𝑚0, 𝑛0] of the proposed shift-variant ABF to an impulse 

at [m,n] is given by equation (5.5)  

 

 

 

 

 

ℎ[𝑚0, 𝑛0; 𝑚, 𝑛] = {
𝑟𝑚0,𝑛0

−1 exp (−
(𝑚−𝑚0)2+(𝑛−𝑛0)2

2𝜎𝑑
2 ) exp (−

(𝑔[𝑚,𝑛]−𝑔[𝑚0,𝑛0]−𝜍[𝑚0,𝑛0])2

2𝜎𝑟
2 ) , [𝑚, 𝑛] ∈ Ω𝑚0,𝑛0

0,                                                                                                                                𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒
   (4) 

and normalization factor is given as  

 𝑟𝑚0,𝑛0
= ∑ ∑ exp (−

(𝑚−𝑚0)2+(𝑛−𝑛0)2

2𝜎𝑑
2 ) ×

𝑛0+𝑁
𝑛=𝑛0−𝑁

𝑚0+𝑁
𝑚=𝑚0−𝑁 exp (−

(𝑔[𝑚,𝑛]−𝑔[𝑚0,𝑛0]−𝜍[𝑚0,𝑛0])2

2𝜎𝑟
2[𝑚𝑜,𝑛0]

),  (5) 

The ABF retains the general form of a bilateral filter, but 

contains two important modifications. First, an offset ζ is 

introduced to the range filter in the ABF. Second, both ζ and 

the width of the range filter 𝜎𝑟 in the ABF are locally 

adaptive. If ζ=0 and 𝜎𝑟  is fixed, the ABF will degenerate 

into a conventional bilateral filter. For the domain filter, a 

fixed low-pass Gaussian filter with 𝜎𝑑  is adopted in the 

ABF. The combination of a locally adaptive ζ and 𝜎𝑟 

transforms the bilateral filter into a much more powerful 

filter that is capable of both smoothing and sharpening. 

We will demonstrate the effect of bilateral filtering with a 

fixed domain Gaussian filter (σd=1.0) and a range filter (σr=20) 

shifted by the following choices for ζ 

 

1) No offset (conventional bilateral filter): 𝜁[𝑚0, 𝑛0] =  0. 

2) Shifting towards the MEAN : 𝜁[𝑚0, 𝑛0] = −Δm0,n0
 

3) Shifting away from the MEAN:  𝜁[𝑚0, 𝑛0] = Δm0,n0
 

4) Shifting away from the MEAN, to the MIN/MAX  

 

𝜁[𝑚0, 𝑛0] =

{

𝑀𝐴𝑋(Ωm0,n0
) − 𝑔[𝑚0, 𝑛0], 𝑖𝑓∆𝑚0,𝑛0

> 0

𝑀𝐼𝑁(Ωm0,n0
) − 𝑔[𝑚0, 𝑛0], 𝑖𝑓∆𝑚0,𝑛0

< 0

0                                              , 𝑖𝑓∆𝑚0,𝑛0
= 0

     (6) 

The parameter of the range filter controls the width of the 

range filter. It determines how selective the range filter is, in 

choosing the pixels that are quite similar in gray value to be 

included in the averaging operation. If σr is large 

compared to the range of the data in the window, the range 

filter will assign similar weight to every pixel in the range. 

Consequently, it will not have much effect on the overall 

bilateral filter. On the other hand, a small σr will make the 

range filter over takes the bilateral filter. The bilateral 

filtered image resembles the range filtered image, and it 

resembles the domain filtered image when σr=5 and it 

resembles the domain filtered image when σr=50. 

A. Performance Parameters 

1. Mean squared error (MSE)            

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

𝑀𝑋𝑁
∑(𝑓 − 𝑓)2                                     (7) 

2. Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)   

𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅(𝑑𝐵) = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (
𝐼𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘

2

𝑀𝑆𝐸
)                           (8) 

3. Structural Similarity Index Measurement (SSIM) 

𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑀 =
∑ ∑ 𝑓(𝑖,𝑗)⨂𝑓𝑤(𝑖,𝑗)𝑖𝑖

∑ ∑ (𝑓(𝑖,𝑗))2
𝑖𝑖

                                (9) 

4. Route Mean square Error (RMSE) 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √𝑀𝑆𝐸                                           (10) 

5. Relative Reconstruction Error (RRE) 

𝑅𝑅𝐸 =
√∑ ∑ 𝑟(𝑥,𝑦)−𝑡(𝑥,𝑦)2

∑ ∑ 𝑟(𝑥,𝑦)2                               (11) 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND 

DISCUSSIONS    

  Considered four different image samples for testing and 

verification of performance they are the Tower, Lena, Boat 

and Tajmahal. 

 

    
a)                               b)                          c)                         d) 

Figure 2: Test image samples a) Tower (S1), b) Lena (S2), c) Boat (S3), d) Tajmahal (S4) 
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         a)                           b)                        c)                          d)                        e) 

     
                                      f)                         g)                          h)                         i)                            j) 

Figure 3 : Interpoltaed frame of Tajmahal (a) NNG, (b) BL, c) BC, d) FFT, e) Spline,  f) SC, g) W-SC, h) ICC-SC, i) 

BF, j) ABF 

   
a)                              b)                       c)                          d)                           e) 

     
                                        f)                           g)                            h)                           i)                         j) 

Figure 4: Interpolated tower image using a) NNG, b) BL, c) BC, d) FFT, e) Spline, f) SC, g) W-SC, h) ICC-SC, i) BF, 

j) ABF 

 
                                        a)                           b)                          c)                          d)                           e) 

 
                                      f)                              g)                             h)                          i)                         j) 

Figure 5 : Interpolated Lena image samples using a) NNG, b) BL, c) BC,  d) FFT, e) Spline, f) SC, g) W-SC, h) ICC-

SC, i) BF, j) ABF 

Interpolated using Nearest-Neighbour MethodInterpolated using Bilinear MethodInterpolated using Bi-cubical Method
Scaled frame sequence using Fourier tranformation Interpolation uisng Spline-coding

Interpolation uisng Spectral-codingInterpolation uisng Weiner-SC-codingInterpolation uisng ICC-SC-codingInterpolation uisng ICC-ABF-SC-coding Interpolation uisng OMP-coding

Interpolated using Nearest-Neighbour Method Interpolated using Bilinear Method Interpolated using Bi-cubical Method Scaled frame sequence using Fourier tranformation Interpolation uisng Spline-coding

Interpolation uisng Spectral-coding Interpolation uisng W-SC-coding
Interpolation uisng ICC-SC-coding Interpolation uisng ICC-BF-SC-coding Interpolation uisng ICC-ABF-SC-coding

Interpolated using Nearest-Neighbour Method Interpolated using Bilinear Method Interpolated using Bi-cubical Method

Scaled frame sequence using Fourier tranformation
Interpolation uisng Spline-coding

Interpolation uisng Spectral-coding Interpolation uisng W-SC-coding Interpolation uisng ICC-SC-coding Interpolation uisng ICC-BF-SC-coding Interpolation uisng ICC-ABF-SC-coding
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                              a)                               b)                                 c)                               d)                            e) 

 

 

 
                                            f)                        g)                          h)                           i)                     j) 

Figure  6: Interpolated Lena image samples using a) NNG, b) BL, c) BC, d) FFT, e) Spline, f) SC, g) W-SC, h) ICC-

SC, i) BF, j) ABF 

Performance Tables and Graphs:  

Table 1: Performance evaluation of PSNR 

Methods 
PSNR 

S1 S2 S3 S4 

NNG 28.25 30.25 28.25 29.60 

BL 29.25 31.25 29.25 30.03 

BC 30.56 33.56 29.56 30.49 

Fourier 30.25 34.25 30.25 30.68 

Spline 31.45 35.45 30.45 31.65 

SC (Proposed) 31.55 35.55 30.55 32.21 

W-SC 32.20 36.80 31.52 35.63 

ICC-SC 

(Proposed) 
35.12 37.56 33.85 37.42 

BF 36.16 40.25 34.15 38.15 

ABF(Proposed) 38.15 43.56 36.52 39.42 

 

The above table represents the evaluation of PSNR and it is 

observed that the Lena sample got more peak signal to noise 

ratio i.e. 13.31 compare to nearest neighbor. 

 

Figure 7: Performance graph of PSNR 

The above graph represents the performance of PSNR and it 

is observed that Lena sample got the higher peak signal to 

noise ration compare to other samples.  

Table 2: Performance evaluation of MSE 

Methods 
MSE 

S1 S2 S3 S4 

NNG 39.55 46.55 41.55 85.26 

BL 38.55 45.55 40.55 81.84 

BC 37.25 44.25 39.25 75.34 

Fourier 36.25 43.25 39.25 71.39 

Spline 35.26 42.26 38.26 65.25 

SC (Proposed) 34.26 42.26 37.26 55.33 

W-SC 33.26 41.52 36.41 40.91 

ICC-SC 

(Proposed) 
25.13 27.13 30.12 32.76 

BF 20.15 19.23 36.12 25.10 

ABF(Proposed) 16.23 10.26 19.56 19.03 

 

The above table represents the evaluation of Mean square 

error and it is observed that the Lena sample obtain a less 

mean squared error (MSE) i.e. 36.29 compare to nearest 

neighbor. 

 

Figure 8: Performance graph of MSE 

 

 

 

Interpolated using Nearest-Neighbour Method Interpolated using Nearest-Neighbour Method Interpolated using Bi-cubical Method Scaled frame sequence using Fourier tranformation

Interpolation uisng Spline-coding

Interpolation uisng Spectral-coding Interpolation uisng W-SC-coding Interpolation uisng ICC-SC-coding
Interpolation uisng ICC-BF-SC-coding

Interpolation uisng ICC-ABF-SC-coding
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The above graph represents the performance of MSE and it 

is observed that Lena sample obtained less mean squared 

error compare to other samples.  

Table 3: Performance evaluation of RMSE 

Methods 
RMSE 

S1 S2 S3 S4 

NNG 11.74 12.74 12.74 9.23 

BL 10.74 11.74 11.74 9.04 

BC 9.03 10.03 10.03 8.67 

Fourier 8.64 9.64 9.64 8.44 

Spline 7.87 8.87 8.87 8.07 

SC (Proposed) 6.69 7.69 7.69 7.43 

W-SC 5.76 6.44 6.03 6.39 

ICC-

SC(Proposed) 
5.01 5.20 5.48 5.72 

BF 4.48 4.38 5.11 5.01 

ABF(Proposed) 4.02 3.20 4.42 4.36 

The above table represents the evaluation of RMSE and it is 

observed that the Lena sample got less RMSE i.e. 9.54 

compare to nearest neighbor. 

 

Figure 9: Performance graph of RMSE 

The above graph represents the performance of RMSE and it 

is observed that Lena sample obtained less RMSE compare 

to other samples.  

Table 4: Performance evaluation of RRE 

Methods 
RRE 

S1 S2 S3 S4 

NNG 0.112 0.098 0.085 0.1064 

BL 0.102 0.092 0.082 0.1037 

BC 0.101 0.091 0.081 0.0952 

Fourier 0.096 0.086 0.076 0.0786 

Spline 0.091 0.081 0.071 0.0658 

SC (Proposed) 0.088 0.078 0.068 0.0523 

W-SC 0.078 0.065 0.067 0.0452 

ICC-

SC(Proposed) 
0.066 0.057 0.036 0.0439 

BF 0.060 0.031 0.032 0.036 

ABF(Proposed) 0.055 0.021 0.025 0.030 

 

The above table represents the evaluation of relative 

reconstruction error and it is observed that the Lena and boat 

sample got less RRE i.e. 0.077 compare to nearest neighbor. 

 

Figure 10: Performance graph of RRE 

The above graph represents the performance of RRE and it 

is observed that the Lena and boat samples got less RRE 

compare to other samples.  

Table 5: Performance evaluation of SSIM 

Methods 
SSIM 

S1 S2 S3 S4 

NNG 0.525 0.625 0.525 0.453 

BL 0.425 0.525 0.425 0.484 

BC 0.475 0.575 0.475 0.525 

Fourier 0.515 0.615 0.515 0.562 

Spline 0.565 0.665 0.565 0.594 

SC (Proposed) 0.577 0.677 0.577 0.655 

W-SC 0.678 0.746 0.665 0.693 

ICC-

SC(Proposed) 
0.725 0.793 0.702 0.715 

BF 0.775 0.846 0.746 0.765 

ABF(Proposed) 0.841 0.894 0.792 0.805 

The above table represents the evaluation of the structural 

similarity index and it is observed that the Lena sample got 

higher structural similarity i.e. 0.269 compare to nearest 

neighbor. 

 

Figure 11: Performance graph of SSIM 

The above graph represents the performance of the 

structural similarity index, and it is observed that Lena 

sample got higher structural similarity compare to other 

samples.  
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VIII. CONCLUSION 

  The spectral resolution projection is carried out in low 

dimensional and the image is projected to a higher grid 

based on energy distribution. A Spectral Coding (SC) 

method is proposed to improve resolution accuracy. It is 

observed that the proposed approach is evaluated in various 

test samples and ascertained similar improvement. An inter 

correlative coding technique for removal of noise and 

improvement of resolution accuracy. They are found to be 

relatively improved when compared to the spectral coding 

technique. The quality of restored image is significantly 

improved when compared to conventional bilateral 

filteration. By using Adaptive filteration the ringing artifacts 

noticed at the edges were eliminated while interpolating the 

receiving side. This approach enables improvement of the 

processing efficiency for image projection. It is also 

observed that for Lena sample obtained highest performance 

value compared to other techniques.The PSNR increased 

6dB, the the decrement of MSE with 36.29, decrement of  

RMSE with 9.54, the decrement of RRE with 0.077, the 

increment of SSIM with 0.269. Hence proposed system 

achieved better results compared to other approaches and it 

is robust for image projections.  out of three image samples 

Lena sample has secured best PSNR, MSE besides other 

factors.  
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